Jay Jay
The Pick Pocket Guy, Comedian & Magician
Jay Jay is a multi-talented and exciting international artist,
specialising in magic, comedy and amazing audience interaction.
Whether he is interacting with your guests dazzling them with his
magic, his unbelievable sleight of hand illusions or his
extraordinarily clever pickpocketing skills, this modern-day Fagin
will keep their attention riveted for the entire time. Nothing is safe
from this man as he uses his charm, wit and light fingers to pick
the pockets of anyone he meets. This act is unique, fun and
super interactive!
Jay Jay is also a very popular and in-demand MC who will not
only keep your event running smoothly but also keep audiences
enthralled with amazement and laughter while they interact with each other during the entire event.
Whether you need unique and exciting entertainment, an MC for your awards nights or a facilitator for your
three-day conference, Jay has worked with all types of people, in all different businesses, on three
continents.
Jay Jay has showcased his unique personality and live shows in more than 160 countries around the
world, keeping audiences gasping in amazement and laughing at his antics wherever he goes. IN fact,
aughter, shock and amazement are guaranteed features of Jay Jays' shows which are ideal for anything
from pre-dinner drinks, private parties, corporate events, cruises, award dinners, VIP nights and more. All
his material is clean, fun, playful and suitable for any audience.
Jay Jay's happy corporate clients include some of the world's biggest and most well-known names
including McDonalds, BMW, Hilton Hotels, Amway, Coca-Cola Amatil, Starbucks, Sony and Virgin.
Meanwhile, his YouTube channel has over 250,000 subscribers and has had over 30 millions view to date.

Jay Jay is extremely engaging and his own unique brand of magic, comedy and entertainment is
guaranteed to keep everyone - clients and their audiences alike - amazed and very, very happy.

Client Testimonials
He was able to get a room full of people who would normally not make any reaction to cheer,
laugh and smile. Jay Jay thank you so much.
BMW

Jay Jay's ability to connect, interact and entertain anyone he meets is truly amazing! He's a true
entertainer!
McDonalds

The great thing about Jay Jay is he was professional, reliable and most importantly, entertaining!
Coca Cola

His electrifying personality and ability to connect with anyone is second to none!
Virgin, Australia

I've seen this pickpocketing stuff in the movies, but to watch it live was incredible to see!
Sony, Asia

We always love working with Jay as he always makes our events a success!
Youtube, Australia

An entertainment experience like no other is delivered day after day!
Hilton Hotels, Australia

